
Across
4. What is the name of the bow we will be using in class?
6. Place your hand in the bow grip.
7. Archery became an olympic sport again in what year?
9. How many whistles indicates that it is okay to retrieve arrows?
15. Draw arm above and parallel to floor. Touch index finger to corner of your
mouth.
16. Move draw arm rearward while simultaneously relaxing fingers/back of hand.
18. Place on arrow where bow string is inserted.
19. Pull or draw the string.
20. According to ___________ dating the discovery of the first arrowheads date
back to pre 25,000 B.C. .
21. Odd color fletch always faces _______ from the bow.
22. Woven strands of waxed linen.
24. Long, stick-like part of arrow.
25. When walking with arrows, make sure the head is pointed to the?
26. The first known arrowheads were made frrom what?
28. Our three key words for shooting arrows are nock, aim, and _____?
29. String, arrow point, riser alignment.

Down
1. The two types of arrow heads are known as practice heads and what?
2. â€œClawâ€  the string with middle three fingers. 1st knuckle.
3. Slight separation from draw shoulder and hand, slowly initiating the release.
5. Arrows can be made from wood, fiber glass, aluminum, or what?
8. Bows can be made from wood or what?
10. Through the release. Finish position, reflect on shot.
11. The first known arrowheads were located where?
12. Click in your arrow. 90Âº
13. Rotate bow arm elbow down and under.
14. What is made from waterfowl feathers, hard and soft plastics
17. After Civil War ended, many people were denied access to firearms so they
relied on what to live off the land
23. Straddle the line, feet square. Dominant eye/arm away from target
27. The earliest bows that have been discovered were found where?

Name: ___________________________________________ Date: ___________________

Archery

Word Bank
pre draw Carbon stance shot set up
Recurve nock Set bow hand Fire hardened flint
Strings Africa Fletching aim
Shaft draw 1972 ground
bow three Denmark follow
Broad heads Carbon graphite set draw hand release
Nock anchor away fire
fiberglass
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